Clad Double Hung Screen Pads
Field Applied Installation Instructions
The installation steps listed below should minimize Clad Double Hung screen rattle in adverse wind situations.

Standard Parts Shipped
Adhesive backed foam pads

Screen pin receptacles

You will Need to Supply
Flat screwdriver
ATTENTION: Specifications and technical data are subject to
change without notice.
NOTE: Numbers listed in parentheses ( ) are metric equivalents in
millimeters rounded to the nearest whole number.

Installation Procedures
1. Remove screen. Inspect head jamb screen channel for screen pads.
If none, install adhesive pads into the head jamb screen channel
approximately 2 (51) from each edge as shown in illustration 1.

2. Replace screen and check for rattle by moving the screen frame
inward and outward.
3. If rattle persists, remove screen. Check to determine if you have
obsolete screen pin receptacles. They are easily identified by their
oval shape. These should be replaced with the supplied new style
screen pin receptacles. Note: flat edge.
4. To remove obsolete screen pin receptacles, simply place a flat
screwdriver inside the receptacle and pry outward. Caution: Be sure
to pry from within the screen pin receptacle. If you attempt to pry
from the outside you could damage the clad finish on the frame.
5. Replace with new style screen pin receptacle, ensuring the flat side
is towards the interior of the frame as shown in illustration 2. Push into
position using your finger.
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6. Replace screen. Check for rattle. If rattle continues, contact your
Marvin dealer or distributor.
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